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Ownership is a concept that is pervasive across all human cultures, and in non-human species too. 
Animals compete for control of mates, territory and food resources.  Toddlers very soon buy into 
the idea that certain objects or territories are mine, and get distressed or angry if a possession is 
stolen.

What does ownership actually mean?

Although the idea of ownership seems a simple concept that we intuitively understand, it’s 
difficult to arrive at a satisfactory definition.  The Cambridge Dictionary definition of to own is to 
have something that legally belongs to you.  

Is this right?  Does ownership always involve the law?  Other definitions eventually become 
circular:  to possess means to own.  Perhaps it’s best to look at features of the phenomenon of 
ownership.

    1. Who can own?

        a. Individuals.

        b. Corporations.

        c. Governments.

        d. Clubs & communes.

        e. Common ownership (community or the world in general).

    2. How do we acquire ownership?

        a. Inheritance.

        b. Exchange.

        c. Labour (to create items or intangible property, or add value).
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    3. What can be owned?

        a. Land.

        b. Buildings.

        c. Rights (to use an object, property or service for a period of time on payment of rent or fee).

        d. Intellectual property.

        e. One’s own body.

        f. The value of one’s own labour.

        g. Reputation.

    4. What rights to we have when we own something?

        a. We can use the object or service at will, without seeking permission from others.

        b. We can give the object away to others, including after death (by means of a will).

        c. We can lend the object to someone.

        d. We can sell the object.

        e. We can borrow money against any financial equity associated with the ownership.

    5. What obligations do we incur when we own something?

        a. Terms of ownership may involve an obligation to pay taxes, service charges etc. and to 
maintain the property.

        b. Temporary ownership (e.g. of a right to occupy on payment of rent or fees) may require 
you to clean the property, obey rules stated in a lease or tenancy agreement, take out 
insurance or fill up a fuel tank in a rented car.

        c. Ownership of rights to travel or to attend an event may be subject to rules.  

    6. Are there limits to the benefits of ownership?

        a. Laws.

        b. Conditions imposed by a trust (e.g. provisions preventing sale of a property occupied by a 
relative).

        c. Cost of maintaining property.

        d. Contractual obligations.

        e. Regulations.
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        f. Social pressure limiting the use of your property (i.e. you can’t have your sound system at 
full volume in the middle of the night).

        g. Taxation (wealth, property or income taxes).

        h. Risk of theft or accidental damage – obliging one to insure possessions or pay for security 
protection.

        i. Depreciation or other fluctuations in the value of the item owned.

        j. In Ricardian or Marxist economics, the Surplus Value of one’s labour.

        k. Restrictions on sale of one’s own body or body parts.

    7. Is there anything that can’t be owned (or at least has been deemed by governments and 
societies that should not be privately owned)?

        a. Outer space.

        b. The atmosphere.

        c. The earth beneath its surface.

        d. The oceans.

        e. Wildlife including all non-domesticated living things (plants, animals, microbes, viruses).

        f. Antarctica.

        g. Public spaces.

        h. Public roads.

        i. Public buildings.

        j. Services provided by government agencies such as police and the legal system or armed 
forces.

        k. Dangerous items such as arms or lethal drugs.

It is apparent that some of these aspects of ownership do not apply to all types of ownership.  So, 
can we come up with a useful all-encompassing definition?  Is there anything wrong with the 
concept of ownership or property?

Is the caveat on ownership suggested by Locke (that taking ownership would leave sufficient for 
others, e.g. not eating the last doughnut in the box) one that should be considered?  Conversely, 
would abolition of property as advocated by the likes of Proudhon have unfortunate 
consequences?

Neil.
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